UV-Nanoimprint Lithography @ AMO
Feasibility and costs are the decisive factors for selection and development of nanofabrication techniques. AMO is performing serious investigations towards the most suitable low cost replication technology for e.g. e-beam deined nanopatterns
(UV-nanoimprint). The main advantages of the AMO concept of nanoimprint lithography are low imprint force, precise alignment capabilities and a resolution limited only by the template.
Application:
■ Lithography with sub 10 nm resolution
■ 3D Nanolithography
■ Nanoelectronics
■ Nanophotonics

■ LED, LCD, Photonic Crystal
■ Sub wavelength gratings
■ Diffractive Optics
■ Nanostructures for biotechnology

Description:
UV Nanoimprint is a mechanical molding technique where a template with a speciic 3D relief is brought into intimate
contact with an UV-curable resist (AMONIL®) spin-coated on top of a substrate. Applying low imprint pressure at room temperature features are illed within seconds due to the low viscosity of the imprint resist. Finally substrate and template are
separated. The replicated resist relief can further be transferred into the substrate via RIE-process or used as functional
element.
Proposal:
AMO offers fabrication and development services in main for for Soft-UV Nanoimprint with elastomeric templates. In-house
fabrication for high resolution quartz templates and UV-curable imprint resists can be supplied for various applications.
Based on our secialised lithographic equipment we can offer up to 6“ wafer or 6“ step&repeat nanoimprinz lithography on
various wafer scale substrates using ther best suited tool for your speciications. Using a more advanced 8“ SCIL (Substrate
Conformal Imprint Lithography) machine platform, nanopattern can be replicated with only the slightest of deformation even
on brittle substrates without any additional thermal budget.

Further substrates, processes and dimensions are available on request ■ services@amo.de
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